Safely drive 1/2”, 3/8”, 5/8”, and 3/4” rods from the ground in under a minute with iTOOLco’s Ground Rod Dawg™. Once rod is driven down far enough the tool will hammer from top to finish driving rod under grade levels from ground.

"WE HAD A LARGE DATA CENTER THAT REQUIRED GROUND RODS TO BE DRIVEN ALL AROUND THE BUILDING. The iTOOLco Ground Rod Dawg™ was a real time saver and provided safety we never knew existed. We used to drag a ladder around and drive rods from the top. Not anymore! Thanks for another fantastic tool iTOOLco."

Gordon Gebman
Foreman
Omega Electric

Fits 1/2”, 5/8” and 3/4”

FASTER SAFER WORKSPACE
GROUND ROD DAWG™
DRIVE RODS FASTER AND EASIER THAN EVER

SDS MAX BIT END
connect to hammer drill for secure driving

GROUND SINKER
for driving the top of ground rod

BENT HARDENED
TOOL STEEL
creates an easy setup for driving ground rod

1/2" & 5/8"
5/8" & 3/4"
3/8" & 1/2"

Model | Description | Specifications
--- | --- | ---
GRD01 | Ground Rod Dawg™ | 11-3/4"H x 2-3/4"W x 5"L
| | | 4 lb.

UPC #650270083458
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